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Instruction for students: 

Question paper contains two sections-- 

Sec A- compulsory (which includes 8 short answers type questions of 0.5 marks each).  

Sec B- contains 06 Questions out of which any 04 questions to be attempt by the student (4 marks 

each). 

Sec-A 

Q.1 Answer the following questions 

(a) What do you mean by active responsibility of an engineer? 

Sol- The responsibility of an engineer during the tenure of his work progress ( ie. When 

work is in progress) is termed as its active responsibility. 

  (b) Astronomical survey deals with……? 

   Sol- Relative position of various astronomical bodies like sun, stars etc. 

(c) What do you mean by enlarging scale? 

Sol-  

(d) Which branch of civil engineering deals with the design of highways? 

Sol- Highway Engineering 

(e) IRC stands for_______. 

Sol- Indian Road Congress 

(f) Define Hydrographic survey. 

Sol- It is that branch of surveying with deals with the relative positions of various points 

and objects under water. ( sea, ocean, lake) 

(g) If while performing survey curvature of earth is not taken into account then that type 

of survey is called______. 

Sol- plane surveying 

(h) Longest National Highway of India is______. 

Sol- NH44 
 



Sec-B 

Q.2 Explain the various Responsibilities of a civil engineer. 

Sol-

 



 



Q.3 What are the basic principles of surveying. Explain each of them.Sol- 



 
Q.4 Differentiate between plane and geodetic surveying. 



Sol-



 
Q.5 Explain Structural engineering in detail. 



 

 
Q.6 Classify various types of survey based on the objective of surveying and based 

on the types of instruments used for surveying.    

Sol- Based on the objective- 

1. Engineering Survey 

2.Millitary Survey 

3.Mine survey 

4.Geological survey 

5. Archeological survey 

Based on Instrument- 



1.Chain 

2.compass  

3.Theodolite. 

4.Tacheometric 

5.Plane Table                                                                                                                 

Q.7 Discuss the role of Civil Engineer in society.  

           





 


